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About RTI International

- Not-for-profit research organization based in Research Triangle Park, NC with 2,500+ employees
- Mixture of social scientists, engineers, and physical scientists (over 70% with advanced degrees)
- 8 U.S. Offices and 6 International Offices
- Clients in government, industry, academia, and public service throughout the United States and abroad
Security-Related Economic Studies

- IPv6 Economic Impact Analysis – NIST
- Role Based Access Control (RBAC) Economic Impact Analysis – NIST
- Software Testing Economic Impact Study – NIST
- Cyber Security Investment Assessment – DHS
Other RTI Security-Related Studies

- PREDICT data housing project – DHS
- Privacy and Security Solutions to Interoperable Health Information Exchange – DHHS
Recent Publications


- Recent Peer-Reviewed Articles in:
  - International Journal of Technology Management
  - I/S: A Journal of Law and Policy for the Information Society
  - Journal of Technology Transfer